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This paper is devoted to the investigation on convergence of solutions and
 .asymptotic integration of some functional differential equations FDEs . In the
first part of the paper, some convergence criteria are obtained, and an invariance
principle is established for the convergence of solutions of linear FDEs under
perturbations and disturbances with L1-integrable coefficients. These theorems are
applicable to some nonlinear or nonhomogeneous equations. In the second part,
the convergence theorems are applied to investigate the asymptotic integration of
some linear FDEs. This research is made mainly to discuss a situation that was
avoided by some previous literature. Some examples are given to illustrate the
theorems. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn this paper, we generalize the convergence criteria of 1]3 and obtain
some new convergence theorems for FDEs, which are applicable to some
nonlinear equations and some nonhomogeneous ones. Especially we estab-
lish an invariance principle for the convergence of solutions of linear
FDEs under certain perturbations or disturbances. As applications of
these convergence theorems, we will investigate asymptotic representations
of solutions of some linear FDEs. We will concentrate on a case that was
avoided by some of the previous literature.
In this paper, some equations are allowed to be nonlinear, thus we first
assume that all the solutions of the equations appearing in this paper can
be continued to infinity.
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2. NOTATIONS AND LEMMAS
pw .By L a, ` we denote the set of scalar-valued functions f with the
< < p w . w x n.integral of f over a, ` convergent. Define C s C yr, 0 , R , r s
5 5 nconst. By we denote the Euclidean norm in R , also the spectral norm
< < 5 5of matrices; for we refer to the sup norm induced by in C; x is thet
w xstandard notation in the theory of FDEs, see 4 . The real number p
appearing in the paper is assumed to be a positive integer.
w x  . pw .LEMMA 1 1 . If q ? g L a, ` , then
 . tqr <  . < pw .I H q s ds g L a, ` ;t
 . tqr <  . <II H q s ds ª 0 as t ª `.t
w x  . pw .  . rw .  .  .LEMMA 2 1 . If q ? g L a, ` , s ? g L a, ` , then q ? s ? g
p w .  .L * a, ` , where p* s prr p q r .
w x 5  .5 1w . w .  .LEMMA 3 1 . If x ? g L a, ` is continuous on a, ` , then x t tendsÇ
to a constant ¨ector as t tends to infinity.
 .In this case, we say that x t con¨erges at infinity.
3. CONVERGENCE AND UNIFORM STABILITY
THEOREMS
Consider FDEs
qx t s F t , x , t g R s 0, ` 1 .  . .  .Ç t
x t s F t , x q f t , x , t g Rq, 2 .  .  .  .Ç t t
n  q n.where x, f , F g R , f , F g C R = C, R satisfy
5 5 < <f t , f F f t f q f t 3 .  .  .  .1 2
0
5 5 5 5 5 5F t , f F k t , u d b t , u f 0 y f yr t , u , 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .H u
yr
 q w x q.  .  .where k g C R = yr, 0 , R , 0 F r t, u F r, b t, ? has bounded varia-
w xtion over yr, 0 .
0  .5  .5 pw .THEOREM 1. If H k ?, u d b ?, u g L 0, ` for some positi¨ e inte-yr u
ger p, then
 .  .I the zero solution of Eq. 1 is uniformly stable;
 .  .II each solution of Eq. 1 con¨erges to a constant ¨ector at infinity.
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Proof. Denote
0 q5 5I t s k t , u d b t , u , t g R . .  .  .H u
yr
 . tqr  .By II of Lemma 1, H I s ds ª 0 as t ª `, thus there exist constantst
M, T ) 0 such that
tqr qI s ds F M for t g R 5 .  .H
t
tqr
I s ds - 1r2 for t g T , ` . 6 . .  .H
t
w y2 M x q < <  .Let D s min 1, e r4, s g R , f g C, with f - D, x t s
 .  .  .  .  .x t, s , f the solution of Eq. 1 through s , f . From Eq. 1 and 4 we
have
0
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5x t F k t , u d b t , u x t q x t y r t , u .  .  .  .  . . .Ç H u
yr
< <F 2 I t x . t
t t
5 5 5 5 5 5 < <x t F x s q x s ds F D q 2 I s x ds, t G s . 7 .  .  .  .  .ÇH H s
s s
 . t  . < < w .  . wDefine n t s D q 2 H I s x ds for t g s , ` and n t s D for t g ss s
x  .y r, s . It is obvious that n ? is a nondecreasing and nonnegative contin-
w . 5  .5  . w .uous function defined on s y r, ` , and x t F n t for t g s y r, ` ,
< <  . w .  .thus x F n t for t g s , ` . By the definition of n t , it follows thatt
t
n t F D q 2 I s n s ds, t G s . .  .  .H
s
By the Gronwall]Bellman inequality, we obtain
t
n t F D exp 2 I s ds for t g s , ` , 8 .  . .  .H /
s
sqr
w xn t F D exp 2 I s ds F 1r4 for t g s , s q r . 9 .  .  .H /
s
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5  .5  . 5   ..5   ..Consequently, x t F n t F 1r4, x t y r t, u F n t y r t, u F
 .n t F 1r4,
5 5 w x w xx t y x t y r t , u F 1r2 - 1, t g s , s q r , u g yr , 0 . .  . .
10 .
 . w .We conclude that if s G T , then 10 also holds on s , ` . Assume the
 5  .   ..5contrary. Denote h s t N x t y x t y r t, u - 1 does not hold for
w x4  . 5  .   ..5t G s , where u g yr, 0 . By 10 , h G s q r, and x t y x t y r t, u
w . w x 5  .   ..5- 1 for t g s , h , u g yr, 0 , sup x h y x h y r h, u s 1, inu gwyr , 0x
consequence,
5 5x h y x h y r h , u .  . .
h
5 5F x s ds .ÇH
hyr
h 0
5 5 5 5F k s, t d b s, t x s y x s y r s, t ds .  .  .  . .H H t
hyr yr
h
F I s ds - 1r2. 11 .  .H
hyr
 .This inequality induces 1 - 1r2, a contradiction. Therefore, if s G T , 10
w .holds on s , ` .
w xLet « be an arbitrary positive number, d s min D, «r3 . Then by
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2,
s st 1 py2 1I t I s I s ??? I s ds ??? ds ds g L pr , ` , .  .  .  . .H H H1 2 py1 py1 2 1
tyr s yr s yr1 py2
12 .
 . w xthus a constant H s H « G max T q r, pr can be chosen such that for
 .the case s G H T ,
sqpr
I s ds - «r3, .H
s
` s s s1 py2
I s I s I s ??? I s ds ??? ds ds - «r3, .  .  .  .H H H H1 2 py1 py1 1
sqpr syr s yr s yr1 py2
we conclude that
5 5 < <x t , s , f - « for t G s , if s G H , f - d . 13 .  .
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 . w xNotice that H ) T , d F D, thus by 10 , for t g s , s q pr we have
5 5 5 5x t , s , f F x s , s , f .  .
t 0
5 5 5 5q k s, u d b s, u x s y x s y r s, u ds .  .  .  . .H H u
s yr
t 0
5 5 5 5F f 0 q k s, u d b s, u ds .  .  .H H u
s yr
sqpr
< <F f q I s ds - «r3 q «r3 - « .H
s
by the above inequalities .
w .for t g s q pr, ` ,
t
5 5 5 5 5 5x t , s , f F x s q pr , s , f q x s ds .  .  .ÇH
sqpr
` s
5 5F x s q pr , s , f q I s I s .  .  .H H 1
sqpr syr
s s 01 py2
5 5= I s ??? k s , u d b s , u .  .  .H H H2 py1 u py1
s yr s yr yr1 py2
5 5= x s y x s y r s , u ds ??? ds .  . .py1 py1 py1 py1
` s
- 2«r3 q I s I s .  .H H 1
sqpr syr
s s1 py2
= I s ??? I s ds ??? ds ds .  .H H2 py1 py1 1
s yr s yr1 py2
- 2«r3 q «r3 s « , 14 .
 .i.e., 13 holds.
5  .5  .By the same method as that used to show x t F n t - 1r4, we
 .easily show that there exists a d 9 s d 9 « , 0 - d 9 - d , such that for any
w x 5  .5  . < <s g 0, H , f g C, x t, s , f - d F «r3 - « holds, provided f - d 9.
 . 5  .5 5   ..5Hence by 13 , for t G H, x t, s , f s x t, H, x s , f - « . There-H
5  .5 w .fore we get x t, s , f - « for t g s y r, ` .
The above analyses show that for any given « ) 0, there exists some
 .  . q < <d s d « ) 0 independent of s such that for s , f g R = C, if f - d ,
5  .5 w .then x t, s , f - « for t g s y r, ` . Therefore, the zero solution of
 .Eq. 1 is uniformly stable.
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 .  .By Lemma 3, to show the convergence of a solution x t s x t, s , f of
 . 5  .5 1w .Eq. 1 , one needs only to show x t g L s , ` .Ç
 . wBy the uniform stability of the zero solution of Eq. 1 and 4, p. 163,
x  .Lemma 6.2 , the solutions of Eq. 1 are uniformly bounded, i.e., there
 . 5  .5exists a constant B s B f ) 0 independent of s such that x t F B.
Then by Lemma 2 and the estimation
st py3
5 5x t F 2 BI t I s ??? I s ds ??? ds .  .  .  .Ç H H py2 py2
tyr s yrpy3
5  .5 1w . 5  .5 1w .we obtain x t g L s q pr, ` , thus x t g L s , ` .Ç Ç
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Similarly we can prove the following Theorem 2.
0  .5  .5 w  .x1r m w  .x1r mTHEOREM 2. If H k ?, u d b ?, u , f t , f t gy r u 1 2
pw . .  .L 0, ` m s 1, 2, . . . , p , then each solution of Eq. 2 con¨erges at
infinity.
 .Remark 1. The conclusion II of Theorem 1 can be proved with
w x  .Theorem 2.1 of 5 . The conclusions I of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are
w xnot implied by the results of 5 . The advantage of Theorem 1 is that the
integrability condition of the theorem implies both the uniform stability of
the zero solution and the convergence of the solutions of the equation.
 q n.  .THEOREM 3. Assume that L, G g C R = C, R , L t, f is linear in f,
and
5 5 < <L t , f F m t f 15 .  .  .
5 5 < <G t , f F g t f q g t , 16 .  .  .  .1 2
 .  .  .where m ? , g ? , g ? satisfy1 2
tqr1 qg ? , g ? g L 0, ` , m s ds F m s const., t g R . 17 .  . .  .  .H1 2
t
If the zero solution of the linear functional differential equation
x t s L t , x 18 .  .  .Ç t
 .is uniformly stable and each solution of Eq. 18 con¨erges at infinity, then
each solution of its ``perturbed equation''
x t s L t , x q G t , x 19 .  .  .  .Ç t t
con¨erges at infinity.
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 .  .  .Proof. Denote the fundamental matrix of Eq. 18 by U t, s . By 17
w xand 4, p. 163, Lemma 6.2 , there exists a constant K ) 0 such that
5  .5  . q  .  .U t, s F K for t G s. For s , f g R = C, let x t s x t, s , f be the
 .  .  .solution of Eq. 19 through s , f , and X t, s , f stand for the solution
 .  .of Eq. 18 through s , f .
 .By the uniform stability of the zero solution of Eq. 18 , the solutions of
 .Eq. 18 are uniformly bounded, i.e., there exists a constant M indepen-1
5  .5dent of s such that x t, s , f F M . By the variation-of-constants1
w xformula 4, p. 143 ,
t
x t , s , f s X t , s , f q U t , s G s, x ds .  .  .  .H s
s
t
5 5 < <x t , s , f F M q K g s x q g s ds .  .  .H1 1 s 2
s
t




M s M q K g s ds. .H2 1 2
s
 .  . t  . < <Define an auxiliary function ¨ t : ¨ t s M q K H g s x ds for t G s2 s 1 s
 .  .and ¨ t s M for s y r F t F s , then ¨ t is a nondecreasing function2
w . < <  .  .defined on s y r, ` , thus x F ¨ t . This combined with 20 yieldss
t
¨ t F M q K g s ¨ s ds .  .  .H2 1
s
t
¨ t F M exp K g s ds by the Gronwall]Bellman inequality .  .  .H2 1 /
s
`
5 5x t , s , f F ¨ t F M \ M exp K g s ds 21 .  .  .  .H3 2 1 /
s
w .  .for t g s , ` , i.e., the solutions of Eq. 19 are uniformly bounded.
 .  .By virtue of the integrability of g ? , g ? , one can choose a constant1 2
Q G s such thatn
`
M g s q g s ds F 1r nK 22 .  .  .  .H 3 1 2
Qn
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for n s 1, 2, . . . . In turn, by the variation-of-constants formula, for t G Q ,n
t
x t , s , f s X t , Q , x q U t , s G s, x ds .  .  . . Hn Q sn
Qn
t
5 5x t , s , f y X t , Q , x s U t , s G s, x ds 23 .  .  .  . . Hn Q sn
Qn
`
F K M g s q g s ds F 1rn. .  .H 3 2 2
Qn
 . nBy the assumption of the theorem, X t, Q , x ª c s const.g R asn Q nn
t ª `. Then for any given « ) 0, there exists a T G Q such thatn n
5 5X t , Q , x y c - «r3, t G T . 24 . .n Q n nn
 .  .By the uniform boundedness of solutions of Eq. 18 , from 24 one can
 4easily prove that c is a bounded sequence, which contains a convergentn
 4subsequence. Without loss of generality, we assume that c itself con-n
n .  .verges, c ª c g R n ª ` . Then there exists a N s N « ) 0, suchn 1 1
that
5 5c y c - «r3, n G N . 25 .n 1
w w x x  .  .  .Let N s max N , «r3 q 1 , then 23 , combined with 24 , 25 , yields1
5 5 5 5x t , s , f y c F x t , s , f y X t , Q , x .  .  .n Qn
5 5 5 5q X t , Q , x y c q c y c .n Q N Nn
- «r3 q «r3 q «r3 s « for t G T . 26 .N
 .Hence x t, s , f ª c as t ª `.
The proof is complete.
 .Remark 2. In Theorem 3, the functional G t, f is allowed to be
nonhomogeneous and nonlinear in f.
From Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 we have the following corollaries.
 . 0  .5  .5COROLLARY 1. If F t, f is linear in f, and H k ?, u d b ?, u gyr u
pw .  .  . 1w .  .L 0, ` , f ? , f ? g L 0, ` , then each solution of Eq. 2 con¨erges to a1 2
constant ¨ector at infinity.
0 5  .5 pw . 5  .5 0 5  .5COROLLARY 2. If H d b ?, u g L 0, ` , f t , H d a ?, u gyr u yr u
1w .L 0, ` , then each solution of the linear FDE
0
x t s d b t , u x t y x t q u .  .  .  .Ç H u
yr
0
q d a t , u x t q u q f t 27 .  .  .  .H u
yr
con¨erges at infinity.
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THEOREM 4. Assume that the assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied;
n  . nmoreo¨er, for any constant ¨ector c g R , L t, c s 0 g R , then
 . nI for any constant ¨ector c g R , « ) 0, there exists a constant
 . w . n. 5  .5 w .Q g R and a function z ? g C Q, ` , R with z t F « for t g Q, ` ,
 .  .such that c q z t is a solution of Eq. 19 ;
 .  .II among the constant ¨ectors the solutions of Eq. 19 con¨erge to,
there exists at least one nonzero ¨ector;
 .  .III for the case g s 0, the zero solution of Eq. 19 is certainly not2
attracti¨ e.
 .Proof. I Let f s c. By the assumptions of the theorem, for any
q  .  .  .s g R , the solution of Eq. 18 through s , f is X t, s , f s c. For this
f, by using the variation-of-constants formula we can obtain an estimate
 .  .  .for the solution x t, s , f of Eq. 19 through s , f as
` `
5 5 5 5x t , s , f F M \ c q K g s ds exp K g s ds . 28 .  .  .  .H H4 2 1
0 0
This inequality holds for t G s G 0.
 .  . qBy the integrability of g ? , g ? , we can choose some Q g R such1 2
that
`
M g s q g s ds F «r 2 K . 29 .  .  .  .H 4 1 2
Q
Using the variation-of-constants formula, we get
t
5 5x t , s , f y c s U t , s G s, x ds .  .  .H s
Q
t
< <F K g s x q g s ds .  .H 1 s 2
Q
`
F K M g s q g s ds - « . 30 .  .  .H 4 1 2
Q
 .  . w . 5  .5  .Define z t s x t, s , f y c, t g Q, ` , then z t F « and x t, s , f s
 .  .  . 5  .5c q z t , i.e., c q z t is a solution of Eq. 19 with z t - « .
 . n  .II Let e be an unit vector in R , « s 1r2. In view of assertion I ,
 .  .  . 5  .5there exists a solution x t s e q z t to Eq. 19 with z t F 1r2, thus
5 5 5 5 5 5x t G e y e y z t G 1 y 1r2 s 1r2. 31 .  .  .
 .  .By Theorem 3, x t converges at infinity. Assume x t ª c as t ª `. By
 . 5 5  .31 we obtain c G 1r2, which proves assertion II .
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 .  .  .III The conclusion III is directly implied by assertion II .
We now illustrate the effect of the above theorems by investigating some
simple nonlinear FDEs.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the scalar equation
x t s a t x t y x t y r q G t , x , 32 .  .  .  .  .  .Ç t
 . <  . <where a t is bounded, a t F a* s const., a*r - 1, and G satisfies the
 .  .conditions 16 , 17 .
 .Under the assumptions, each solution of linear equation x t sÇ
 .w  .  .xa t x t y x t y r converges at infinity, and its zero solution is uniformly
 .stable; thus by Theorem 3, each solution of Eq. 32 converges at infinity.
This conclusion cannot be obtained form the results of the previous
literature.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the nonlinear scalar equation
x t s ah x t q b t h x t y r , 33 .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç
 . 1w .  .where a s const.- 0, b ? g L 0, ` , 0 - h F h9 ? F h , h and h are0 1 0 1
 .  .constants, for example, h x s 2 x y 1 y cos x.
Under the above assumptions, by using the convergence theorems of
this paper, we can obtain an asymptotic estimation for the solutions and
determine the convergence of the solutions.
 .Introduce a new function y t by the transform
t ya ry t s exp y a q e b s h9 x s ds h x t . 34 .  .  .  .  . .  .H /0
 .Then y t satisfies the equation
ya ry t s ye b t h9 x t y t y y t y r .  .  .  .  . .Ç
q eya rb t h9 x t c t y t y r , 35 .  .  .  .  . .
where
t ya rc t s exp y a q e b s h9 x s y a ds y 1. 36 .  .  .  . .  .H /0
 . <  . <By Lemma 1, c t is bounded. Assume c t F D. Then
ya r yar 1< < < <e b t h9 x t F e h b t g L 0, ` 37 .  .  . .  . . 1
ya r yar 1< < < <e b t c t h9 x t F e h D b t g L 0, ` . 38 .  .  .  . .  . . 1
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 .Thus by Theorem 2, y t converges at infinity. Since a - 0, we have
t
ah9 x s ds F ah t . .H 0
0
39 .
`t ya r yar < <b s e h9 x s ds F B \ e h b s ds. .  .  . .H H1
0 0
 .Thus by 34 we obtain
ah t ah t0 0< < < <h x t F e B y t s e c q o 1 40 .  .  .  . .
y1 ah t y1 ah t0 0h ye c q o 1 F x t F h e c q o 1 . 41 .  .  .  . .  .
 .  . y1 .From 41 we get x t ª h 0 s c as t ª `.
4. ASYMPTOTIC INTEGRATION FOR SOME
LINEAR FDE'S
In this section, we investigate the asymptotic integration of the linear
FDEs
0
x t s L t x t q d h t , u x t q u 42 .  .  .  .  .  .Ç H u
yr
0
x t s L t x t q d h t , u x t q u q f t , 43 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Ç H u
yr
n  .   .  .  ..where x, f g R , L t s diag l t , l t , . . . , l t is a time-varying ma-1 2 n
 . n=n w xtrix, h t, u g R is of bounded variation over yr, 0 .
 .Asymptotic integration of FDEs such as Eq. 42 has been investigated
w xby some authors. In 1 , J. R. Haddock and R. J. Sacker proposed a
w x w xconjecture, and 6, 7 investigated this conjecture, especially 7 completely
w xproved the Haddock and Sacker Conjecture. In 1, 6, 7 the matrix L was
supposed to be of the form
L s diag l , l , . . . , l , where l / l for i / j. 44 .  .1 2 n i j
Such an assumption played an important part in these works; another
2w .condition is that some matrix is in L 0, ` .
As an application of the above convergence theorems, we investigate the
 .   . .asymptotic integration for Eq. 43 and 42 , by the way . In this paper,
 .L t is allowed to be time-varying, and its entries are not desired to be
distinct; we generalize the L2-integrability to L p-integrability, where p can
be an arbitrary positive integer.
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To apply the above convergence theorems conveniently, we first trans-
 .  .form the equations to proper form. Let x t be the solution of Eq. 43 and
 .introduce a vector function y t by
squ  .L t dtHt 0
sx t s exp L s q dg d h t , u e ds y t , 45 .  .  .  .  .H H u /0 yr
 .where dg s diag. Then y t satisfies the equation
y t s L t , y q G t , y q G t , y t g Rq , 46 .  .  .  .  .  .Ç t 1 t 2 t
where
0 tqu
L t , f s y d h t , u exp L t dt f 0 y f u .  .  .  .  .H Hu 1  /yr t
0 tqu
G t , f s d h t , u exp L t dt g t , u f u .  .  .  .  .H H1 u 1  /yr t
0yA  t . A tqu . yA t .G t , f s e d h t , u e f u q e f t .  .  .  .H2 u 2
yr
sq¨tqu 0
g t , u s exp d h t , ¨ exp L t dt y I .  .  .H H H¨ 1  /t yr s
t 0 squ
A t s L s q dg d h t , u exp L t dt ds .  .  .  .H H Hu  /0 yr s
h t , u s dgh t , u , h t , u s h t , u y h t , u . .  .  .  .  .1 2 1
By Corollary 1 and Theorem 4 we directly obtain the following
5  .5 pw . 5  .5 1w .  .THEOREM 5. If L t, ? g L 0, ` , G t, ? g L 0, ` i s 1, 2 ,1
then
 .  .I each solution of Eq. 43 can be represented as
squHt 0 Lt . dtsx t s exp L s q dg d h t , u e ds c q z t , .  .  .  . .H H u /0 yr
47 .
n  .where c s const.g R , z t ª 0 as t ª `;
 .II there exists at least one constant ¨ector c not being null in such a
representation;
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 . nIII for any gi¨ en constant ¨ector c g R and constant « ) 0, there
 . w . n. 5  .5  .exists a function z ? g C Q, ` , R with z t - « , such that 47 is a
 .solution of Eq. 43 .
 .   .  .  .. w xTRemark 3. Denote A t sdg a t , a t , . . . , a t , cs c , c , . . . , c ,1 2 n 1 2 n
 . w  .  .  .xT  .z t s z t , z t , . . . , z t , then 47 becomes1 2 n
x t s eai t . c q z t , i s 1, 2, . . . , n. 48 .  .  . .i i i
This representation clearly shows the asymptotic behavior of the compo-
 .nents of solution vectors of Eq. 43 separately.
Remark 4. The L p-intergrability condition was also used by Cassell and
w x w x  .Hou 8 . In 8 , a retarded equation of the form 42 was studied under a
p  . L -intergrability condition for some matrix function K t, f s L t,n
 . .  .v t, ? f , which is slightly different form the matrix function L t, ? inn
the present paper; besides, the asymptotic representation of the solutions
is different form the one we have obtained in this paper. The asymptotic
w xformula of solutions 8 obtained is mainly a linear combination of n
 .  .functions which are similar to the functions x t given by 48 . Underi
slightly different conditions, the asymptotic representation that the present
paper obtained more clearly and simply shows the asymptotic behavior of
the solutions of the equations.
COROLLARY 3. If the assumptions of Theorem 5 are satisfied, f s 0,
  .. 5   ..5l A t has lower bound or exp yA t is bounded, then the zeromin
 .solution of Eq. 42 is not attracti¨ e.
5   ..5Proof. Suppose exp yA t F M s const. For the case that
  ..l A t has lower bound, the proof is similar. By Theorem 5, for an unitmin
 . 5  .5  .vector c s e, there exists a function z t with z t F 1r2, such that 47
 .is a solution of Eq. 42 . For this solution we have
TT A  t . A t .5 5x t s e q z t e e e q z t .  .  .
T 2A  t . A t . 5 5G l e e e q z t .min
5 5y2 5 5 2s exp yA t e q z t .  . .
G 1r 4M 2 s const.) 0. 49 .  .
This implies the conclusion of the corollary.
Remark 5. With Theorem 5 and Corollary 3, we can get some associ-
ated results for linear FDEs of the form
0
x t s P t x t q d h t , u x t q u , 50 .  .  .  .  .  .Ç H u
yr
 .where P t is not diagonal.
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 .To this purpose, it is necessary for us to transform Eq. 50 to the form
 .42 . This can be completed by employing the so-called Lyapunov trans-
 .form for the unknown function x t .
w xIn 9 , the author proved the following result.
w x  .   .  .  ..THEOREM 6 9 . Let L t s diag l t , l t , . . . , l t be bound. Then1 2 n
 .the system x s P t x is t-similar to the decoupled systemÇ
y s L t y 51 .  .Ç
 .if and only if for each l t , the characteristic systemsi
ÇM s P t y l t I M 52 .  .  .i
TÇN s y P t y l t I N 53 .  .  .i
 .  . T  .  .  .ha¨e bounded solutions M t , N t with N t M t / 0, and M t ,i i i i 1
 .  .M t , . . . , M t are linearly independent, i.e.,2 n
det M t , M t , . . . , M t / 0. 54 .  .  .  . .1 2 n
w xFor the t-similarity, see 9, 10 .
 .   .  .  ..Under the conditions of Theorem 6, let S t s M t , M t , . . . , M t .1 2 n
Ç  .  .  .Then we have S s PS y SL, via x s S t y, x s P t x is similar to 51 .Ç
 .  .With the Lyapunov transform x s S t y, Eq. 50 is transformed to
0 y1y s L t y q S t d h t , u S t q u y t q u . 55 .  .  .  .  .  .Ç H u
yr
 .  .If the assumptions of Theorem 5 are satisfied for Eq. 55 , then y t can
 .be represented as 47 , and the corresponding asymptotic representation
 .  .for the solution x t of Eq. 50 is of the form
tw xx t s S t exp ??? ds c q z t . 56 .  .  .  . .H /0
At the end of the paper, we demonstrate the results of the paper by an
example.
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the retarded differential equation
x s L t x t q H t x t y 1 q f t , 57 .  .  .  .  .  .Ç
where
L t s diag 2 1 q t , 2 1 q t , f t s exp 10 t I , H s H q H , .  .  .  .  . . 2 1 2
y3r5t q 2 0 .
H t s , .1 y3r50 t q 2 .
y30 y2 t q 2 .
H t s . .2 y3t q 2 0 .
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For this equation, the conditions of Theorem 5 are satisfied with p s 2,
thus its solutions can be represented as
t y3 r5 y2w  .  . x2 1qt q tq2 e I dtH
0x t s e c* q o 1 , 58 .  .  . .
i.e.,
2r52 2x t s exp 2 t q t q 5 t q 2 r 2 e c q o 1 , i s 1, 2. .  .  .  . .i i
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